
End-to-End Vulnerability Management 
Based on Your Unique Threat Landscape

HivePro Uni5

HivePro Uni5 combines cutting-edge threat intelligence, precise vulnerability insights, your assets’ context, 

environmental context, and more to predict likely attacks, prioritize vulnerabilities, test your security controls, and 

effectively steer end-to-end vulnerability management.

HivePro Uni5 provides actionable, tailor-made threat and vulnerability intelligence, streamlining security 

management by eliminating the need for multiple consoles and reducing overhead costs. Efficiently remediate crucial 

vulnerabilities, monitor proximal threats, and test security controls, and elevate your organization's security posture 

with HivePro Uni5 today.

Experience streamlined integration across three key phases: contextualize threats and vulnerabilities according to the 

business-criticality of assets; prioritize vulnerabilities based on business-criticality and the proximity of threats; and 

resolve vulnerabilities using intelligence-rich remediation paths.

HivePro Uni5 shifts you from damage control to proactive defense by targeting and eliminating genuine business 

threats before they materialize into attacks.
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HivePro Uni5: Vulnerability & Threat Exposure Remediation
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AnticipateInitiate Enrich Initiate Validate

A - Asset Criticality
B - CMDB
C - CAASM Vendors

1 - Asset Risk
2 - Vulnerability Intelligence
3 - Threat Actor Mapping

• Simulate attacks of Highly Probable Assets Threats
• Analyze Attack Patterns and Enrich Playbooks
• Support diverse forms of remediation

4 - HiveForce Labs Threat Advisory
5 - ITSM Tools
6 - Patch Management
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Context

Ingests cloud and on-prem asset information from various 

tools, sorting them by business-criticality and providing 

visibility into all internal and external risks.

Combines internal IT and business intelligence with 

in-house and external threat intelligence to prioritize critical 

vulnerabilities, using predictive modeling to predict 

potential threats.
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Resolve
Orchestrates remediation through patch intelligence, 

recommended configuration changes, and 

integrations with Asset Management and ITSM 

platforms, tracking workflows and security posture.

Key Benefits

HivePro Uni5Solution Overview

Optimize workflow frequencies and track 

remediation cycles, risk tolerance, and 

compliance mandates with HivePro Uni5.

Rational, Timely, In 
Sync Workflows

Identifies unknown vulnerabilities and 

prioritizes significant threats, to help 

organizations make informed decisions about 

their security posture and future-proof 

investments.

Security 
Optimization

!

HivePro Uni5 adapts to your 

organization's maturity, refining 

processes such as DevSecOps, 

security control testing, and 

threat intelligence as your 

needs grow.

Tailor-Made For 
All Organizations

Promote cooperation and 

collaboration across teams with 

HivePro Uni5's transparent 

information and integrated 

workflows, processes, and 

decisions.

Strong Cross-Function
Collaboration

With an easy-to-read interface, 

HivePro Uni5 maps critical 

assets, associated vulnerabilities, 

and the threats most likely to 

exploit them, enabling focused 

and timely remediation.

Rich Intelligence & 
Timely Remediation  

HivePro Uni5 now supports 

27+ out of the box integrations
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Experience the Power of HivePro Uni5
Deploy in less than an hour to permanently manage your threats and vulnerabilities. 

Request a demo today!www.hivepro.com/book-a-demo/

Contact Uswww.hivepro.com/contact-us/#1609227880724-cb6c0ec7-7945 Schedule a Demowww.hivepro.com/book-a-demo/ Read Our Blogwww.hivepro.com/blog/
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